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Teaching Methods

• Pedagogical
• Andragogical
• Heutagogical

• Didactic
• Discursive
• Constructive

• Think
• Do
• Teach



This type of classroom 



Is suitable for this type of job



What kind of classroom prepares us for these situations?



Education & Technology

Moses The Gutenberg Press Another Messiah?



Adults are Goal Orientated



Adults  have Experience



What we study must be relevant



What we study must be practical 



Engaging             Enlightened                Enabling

However we learn, it must be 



It’s still about people
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Course Design: COACT Framework

• This framework aims to take the learner from ‘lower order 
learning’ (acquisition of facts) to ‘higher order learning’
(critical analysis and application knowledge), and to ensure 
that truly constructivist learning takes place. 

• By adhering to this framework authors can ensure engaging, 
interactive lessons.



Course Design

• Identify target student population

– Their level of experience, education , location and their time for a course.

• What is it we want to teach them? What are the Learning Outcomes (LO’s)?

– Agree 3-7 topics of essential knowledge and skills we want them to be able to 
demonstrate at the end of the course. 

– How will we assess them?

– Portfolio,  assignment or  exam? Critique data?  Group work?



Course Design

• What is it we want to teach them? What are the Learning Outcomes (LO’s)?

– When writing the LO’s begin … “On completion of this course, it is expected that the 
student will be able to ……”

– Begin each Learning Outcome with an active verb

– Avoid vague terms such as ‘know’ and ‘understand’. 

– Avoid complicated sentences 

– Ensure they are measurable 

– Ensure they can be achieved in the timescale (1 ECTS =  20 to 30 hours work)



• How can we teach them the learning outcomes?

– Is it mostly facts or will it be ambiguous?

– Is it discursive and requires a lot of interaction? 

– Do we want to use models and have them manipulate data and information to see the 
effects?

– What are the pedagogical tools that will teach them most effectively?

• Faculty: who will put the lessons together? 

– What experience should they have, what level within the industry or academia, all in 
house or bring in people from outside? etc. 

– If it’s blended, do they need training on online pedagogy and teaching?

Course Design



• Cost. 

– What is our budget and what can we achieve with it.

– A lot of presentations can have expensive animation and look fabulous but teach very 
little others can be merely a voiceover powerpoint slides without any reinforcement or 
back up: cheap to make but an equal waste of the students time. So whoever you do 
work with, make sure resources are put into achieving the learning outcomes as 
efficiently as possible

• Revenue

• The likely number of students and the fees.   

• Even non profit institutions require a positive cash-flow.

Content Creation



Quality Assurance: 

STUDENT

Director

Peer Review

Registrar

Faculty 
Training

External 
Examiner



Author produces draft lesson and indicative 
script

Author produces draft lesson and indicative 
script

CD reviews academic content and ‘fit’ with 
overall module

CD reviews academic content and ‘fit’ with 
overall module

KO reviews structure, plans interactions 
with ID & adapts script

KO reviews structure, plans interactions 
with ID & adapts script

Author delivers slides, audio and associated 
materials and activities

Author delivers slides, audio and associated 
materials and activities

KO prepares slides for design in consultation 
with ID

KO prepares slides for design in consultation 
with ID

JCD edits audio and builds engage and 
Quizmaker interactions

JCD edits audio and builds engage and 
Quizmaker interactions

ID peer review of completed section –
resulting edits done

ID peer review of completed section –
resulting edits done

KO review of completed section – resulting 
edits done

KO review of completed section – resulting 
edits done

OSR of completed section – edits done by ID 
and checked by KO

OSR of completed section – edits done by ID 
and checked by KO

Author review of lesson – edits done by ID 
and checked by KO

Author review of lesson – edits done by ID 
and checked by KO

JCD creates podcast and PDF version of 
lesson

JCD creates podcast and PDF version of 
lesson

KO populates homepage, checks links & sets 
page for release

KO populates homepage, checks links & sets 
page for release

JCD works with author to ensure good 
quality of test audio file 

JCD works with author to ensure good 
quality of test audio file 

ID designs each section and makes custom 
graphics

ID designs each section and makes custom 
graphics

Planning

Development

Review

Release



Quality Assurance



Factor name Critical Success Factor

Usability All systems usable, with internal evidence to back this up.

e-Learning Strategy
Regularly updated e-Learning Strategy, integrated with Learning and Teaching Strategy and all related strategies (e.g. Distance Learning, if 
relevant).

Decisions on Projects Effective decision-making for e-learning projects across the whole institution, including variations when justified.

Training All staff trained in VLE use, appropriate to job type - and retrained when needed.

Costs A fit for purpose costing system is used in all departments for costs of e-learning.

Planning Annually Integrated annual planning process for e-learning integrated with overall course planning.

Technical Support to Staff All staff engaged in the e-learning process have "nearby" fast-response technical support.

Decisions on Programmes There is effective decision-making for e-learning programmes across the whole institution, including variations when justified.

Leadership in e-Learning The capability of leaders to make decisions regarding e-learning is fully developed at departmental and institutional level.

Management Style The overall institutional management style is appropriate to manage its mix of educational and business activities

Relationship Management 
Upwards

The institution has effective processes designed to achieve high formal and informal credibility with relevant government and public 
agencies overseeing it.

Reliability The e-learning system is as reliable as the main systems students and staff are used to from their wider experience as students and 
citizens,

Market Research
Market research done centrally and in or on behalf of all departments, and aware of e-learning aspects; updated annually or prior to major 
programme planning.

Security
A system where security breaches are known not to occur yet which allows staff and students to carry out their authorised duties easily and 
efficiently.

Student Understanding of 
System

Students have good understanding of the rules governing assignment submission, feedback, plagiarism, costs, attendance, etc and always 
act on them.

Student Help Desk Help Desk is deemed as best practice.

Student Satisfaction Frequent (ideally annual) Student Satisfaction survey which explicitly addresses the main e-learning issues of relevance to students.



On-Demand Example







Synchronous Tutorials



Asynchronous Tutorials 



Research

% of Respondents who rated their elearning experience good or excellent



Research

Summary of all subjects based on their level of discursiveness



Research

Subjects where elearning preferred



Recommendations

A faculty training programme, a pedagogical toolkit and online infrastructure 
should be created thus addressing the two weaknesses in online education 
identified by the respondents. 

Source: “Pharmatrain eLearning Modules: Research to identify the subjects Pharmatrain should prioritise for eLearning.” J Whitty, 2010, Hibernia College, Dublin.
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